Neural mechanisms of tolerance to the effects of cocaine.
Chronic use of cocaine in high doses can produce tolerance as assessed by various behavioral, neurochemical, cellular and molecular measures in specific brain regions. Tolerance to cocaine is indicated by drug discrimination and intracranial self-stimulation models, which show the development of tolerance after approximately 1 week of frequent cocaine treatment, with recovery after a similar period of cocaine abstinence. Tolerance to the reinforcing properties of cocaine depends on dose, duration and frequency of cocaine self-administered by experimental animal or human subjects. The mechanism underlying this effect may involve an absolute or relative attenuation of dopamine response to cocaine challenge after frequent or repeated treatment in the nucleus accumbens (NAc). Similarly, afferent and efferent NAc circuits exhibit reduced metabolic activity, which lasts throughout the early period of withdrawal following repeated treatment. Attenuation of immediate early gene response also occurs, which might be related to a functional desensitization of dopamine D1-like receptors. Furthermore, intracellular adaptive responses to chronic cocaine exposure induce striatal dynorphin expression decreasing the behavioral potency of subsequent drug treatment. Thus, a combination of various pharmacodynamic mechanisms and the attenuation of dopamine response induced by sufficient dose, duration and frequency of cocaine exposure ultimately invoke the transient development of tolerance to the reinforcing effects of cocaine.